
This size of floor saw is typically 
found on larger road repair jobs on 
freeways, airports and bridges

New flagship floor saw Husqvarna FS 7000 DL:   

Maximizing deep cutting production, reducing emissions.
In the roadbuilding industry, new legislative and environmental demands are emerging fast. When Husqvarna started 
developing the successor to the renowned flagship floor saw FS 8400 D, the aim was to cut emissions and boost 
productivity at the same time. A major challenge that yielded excellent results.
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Since the launch in 2006, Husqvarna FS 8400 D has earned a good 
reputation among roadbuilding contractors and shiftworking 
operators for its sturdy design and reliable operation, enabling high 
production rates. For six years in a row, FS 8400 D has been awarded 
the Roads & Bridges magazine’s ”Contractor’s Choice Gold Award”.
 
A challenge for the development team.
So, when given the assignment to design the successor to this 
famous flagship, the development team at Husqvarna realized they 
faced a real challenge. Now the new emission regulation EPA Tier 4/
Euro Stage 3B topped the list of requirements.

The starting point for the team was, quite naturally, to investigate if 
the engine could simply be replaced with a new cleaner one, while 

keeping the old base plate, transmission, cooling system and 
operator’s interface. For several technical reasons, however, this 
alternative was abandoned quite early in the development process. 
And to be honest, the industry has made considerable advances  
in both engine technology and product 
design since the days of premiere 
for the FS 8400 D.



Modern diesels with emission control and impressive  
torque curves.
Next, the team turned inwards. Husqvarna had recently launched  
two new, slightly smaller floor saws – FS 5000 D and FS 7000 D – 
powered by modern common-rail diesel engines with emission 
control, making them the world’s first floor saws compliant with the 
EPA Tier 4/Euro Stage 3B emission regulations. The bigger one,  
FS 7000 D, has a 2.9 litre, 55.4 kW Deutz turbodiesel engine. 
Equipped with a highly efficient transmission, it delivers 50 kW to the 
blade shaft with a sustainable torque of 260 Nm, close to the peak 
torque of FS 8400 D but at a lower RPM.

Optimal weight balance.
At this stage, the development team decided to build a test prototype 
based on FS 7000 D on a new, longer base plate equipped with a 
heavy-duty blade shaft, capable of running blade sizes up to 1500 mm. 
This made it possible to optimize the weight distribution for even 
greater productivity: maximizing the pressure on the blade and drive 
wheels would utilize the torque optimally, while minimizing the lifting 
weight on the handlebars would make handling quicker and less 
strenuous for the operator.

Field tests revealing the truth.
The concept looked promising on paper, but how would it perform in 
reality? The field testing of the prototype began, including benchmark 
tests running the prototype side-by-side with an FS 8400 D. Soon, 
loads of test data were collected in spreadsheets and diagrammes to 
reveal the naked truth: The prototype was performing equally well to 
FS 8400 D, both with 1500 mm and 1000 mm blades. 

Fast from prototype to production.
Analyzing the field test results, it became clear for the development 
team that their goal was achieved: This was a worthy successor to 
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The robust digital display enables precise control of functions such as the optional 
electronic tracking system (ETRK) which assists in cutting a straight line.

Husqvarna FS 8400 D. And with a prototype built on many proven 
components that were already in production, time to market could be 
minimized. Today, in the autumn of 2016, the new flagship of floor 
saws is ready for launch under the name Husqvarna FS 7000 DL  
(L for Longer base plate).

A large floor saw for the future.
“Husqvarna FS 7000 DL is our large, deep-cutting floor saw for the 
future,” says Erik Edvardsson, Global Product Manager Floor Saws at 
Husqvarna. “The modern, service-friendly design, ergonomic 
controls and electronic support systems are highly intuitive, with a 
focus on operator efficiency and convenience. And the modern  
commonrail turbo diesel engine delivers higher levels of sustainable 
torque, with far fewer particles and nitrogen oxides in the exhausts.” 

“All this adds up to a more convenient and healthier working 
environment and higher production rates in the toughest conditions, 

not to mention the positive long-term health effects,” 
explains Erik Edvardsson.

Faster roadwork ahead.
“Efficient infrastructure is one of the 
global key issues for the future growth 
of the emerging mega-cities as well as 
for the society as a whole,” says Chief 
Product Engineer Erik Lundberg, head 
of the development team. “Being able to 
renovate and rebuild roads, bridges, 
airports and ports without interfering 
too much with the traffic flow is a crucial 
success factor. This is where this 
efficient and reliable floor saw will play 
an important role,” he concludes.

FACTS: HUSQVARNA FS 7000 DL
Max cutting depth 625 mm

Blade diameter span 900-1500 mm

Output power max.* 55.4 kW

Power to the blade shaft 50 kW

Drive motor Deutz Turbodiesel 2.9 L 4-cylinder

Emission standard Tier 4 / Stage IIIB

Dimensions (L/W/H) 2370-2710/1050/1360 mm

Weight 1100-1350 kg

Available models Single speed, 3-speed gearbox, all models can include blade clutch,  
electronic tracking system on the rear axle (ETRK), 5th wheel, light kit, water pump kit and weight kits

* As rated by the engine manufacture
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